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Abstract. This study uses large eddy simulations to test the
sensitivity of single-layer mixed-phase stratocumulus to primary ice number concentrations in the European Arctic. Observations from the Aerosol-Cloud Coupling and Climate Interactions in the Arctic (ACCACIA) campaign are considered for comparison with cloud microphysics modelled using the Large Eddy Model (LEM, UK Met. Office). We find
that cloud structure is very sensitive to ice number concentrations, Nice , and small increases can cause persisting mixedphase clouds to glaciate and break up.
Three key dependencies on Nice are identified from sensitivity simulations and comparisons with observations made
over the sea ice pack, marginal ice zone (MIZ), and ocean.
Over sea ice, we find deposition–condensation ice formation
rates are overestimated, leading to cloud glaciation. When
ice formation is limited to water-saturated conditions, we
find microphysics comparable to aircraft observations over
all surfaces considered. We show that warm supercooled
(−13 ◦ C) mixed-phase clouds over the MIZ are simulated
to reasonable accuracy when using both the DeMott et al.
(2010) and Cooper (1986) primary ice nucleation parameterisations. Over the ocean, we find a strong sensitivity of Arctic stratus to Nice . The Cooper (1986) parameterisation performs poorly at the lower ambient temperatures, leading to a
comparatively higher Nice (2.43 L−1 at the cloud-top temperature, approximately −20 ◦ C) and cloud glaciation. A small
decrease in the predicted Nice (2.07 L−1 at −20 ◦ C), using
the DeMott et al. (2010) parameterisation, causes mixedphase conditions to persist for 24 h over the ocean. How-

ever, this representation leads to the formation of convective structures which reduce the cloud liquid water through
snow precipitation, promoting cloud break-up through a depleted liquid phase. Decreasing the Nice further (0.54 L−1 ,
using a relationship derived from ACCACIA observations)
allows mixed-phase conditions to be maintained for at least
24 h with more stability in the liquid and ice water paths.
Sensitivity to Nice is also evident at low number concentrations, where 0.1 × Nice predicted by the DeMott et al. (2010)
parameterisation results in the formation of rainbands within
the model; rainbands which also act to deplete the liquid water in the cloud and promote break-up.

1

Introduction

The significant uncertainties associated with global climate
model (GCM) predictions may be largely attributed to the
inadequate treatment of sub-grid-scale (such as cloud microphysical) parameterisations (Boucher et al., 2013). These
uncertainties are predicted to enhance discrepancies in temperature forecasts at the polar regions of our planet (ACIA,
2005; Serreze and Barry, 2011; Stocker et al., 2013). The accuracy of these forecasts can be improved by developing the
modelled representation of the physical processes involved
through comparisons with in situ observations (Curry et al.,
1996).
Various observational studies have shown that single-layer
mixed-phase stratocumulus (MPS) clouds are common in the
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Arctic (e.g. Pinto, 1998; Shupe et al., 2006; Verlinde et al.,
2007; Morrison et al., 2012). These clouds have been observed to persist for ∼ 12 h (Shupe et al., 2006) – with some
persisting longer than 100 h (Shupe et al., 2011) – whilst
maintaining cloud-top temperatures as low as −30 ◦ C (Verlinde et al., 2007). Single-layer Arctic MPS typically form at
low altitudes and maintain a liquid layer at cloud top which
facilitates ice formation and precipitation below (Rangno and
Hobbs, 2001; Shupe et al., 2006; Verlinde et al., 2007; McFarquhar et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2012; Morrison et al.,
2012, amongst others). The Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen
(WBF) mechanism strongly influences MPS and initiates a
continually changing microphysical structure. Moderate vertical motions maintain these clouds, where mixing ensures
that the proximity between ice crystals and cloud droplets is
variable whilst sustaining supersaturated conditions (Korolev
and Isaac, 2003).
Models do not reproduce the microphysical structure and
radiative interactions of these persistent Arctic mixed-phase
clouds well (e.g. Tjernström et al., 2008; Klein et al., 2009;
Morrison et al., 2009, 2012; de Boer et al., 2014). Detailed
cloud resolving model (CRM) simulations have previously
shown that commonly used midlatitude parameterisations for
primary ice formation, such as Cooper (1986) or Meyers
et al. (1992), overestimate the cloud ice number concentration, Nice , in Arctic MPS, causing the rapid depletion of
liquid and cloud glaciation (Harrington et al., 1999; Prenni
et al., 2007). Modelled MPS are particularly sensitive to Nice ,
with small decreases in simulated ice number causing significant increases in modelled liquid water path (Harrington and
Olsson, 2001).
Ice crystals may form through primary or secondary processes in Arctic MPS (Rangno and Hobbs, 2001). Here, we
focus on primary ice formation as secondary ice production
has been shown to be less influential in the springtime MPS
we shall consider (e.g. Jackson et al., 2012; Young et al.,
2016a). Primary ice particles may be nucleated heterogeneously through four different modes: deposition, condensation, immersion, and contact (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
These modes describe the deposition of water vapour onto
an ice nucleating particle (INP), forming ice directly (deposition) or freezing upon condensation (condensation), or the
freezing of a cloud droplet through activation from within
(immersion) or collision with an INP (contact). Due to their
similarities, it can be difficult to differentiate between these
mechanisms in measurements; for example, deposition or
immersion nucleation are often quoted to occur alongside
condensation-freezing processes (e.g. Cooper, 1986; Meyers
et al., 1992; de Boer et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2016). Three of
these mechanisms (immersion-, contact-, and condensationfreezing) require the presence of cloud droplets for initiation
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), whereas deposition nucleation
may occur in ice-supersaturated conditions.
The frequency of MPS in the Arctic suggests that ice formation in these clouds is tied to the liquid phase, as preferAtmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

ential nucleation via the deposition mode may, in theory, result in a higher proportion of fully glaciated clouds than are
observed (de Boer et al., 2011; Vihma et al., 2014). Consequently, recent studies (e.g. de Boer et al., 2011) suggest that
liquid-dependent modes of nucleation are dominant in Arctic
MPS at subzero temperatures greater than −25 ◦ C. Liquiddependent freezing may be inferred by observations in the
Arctic, as previous studies have found correlations between
the number concentrations of ice crystals and large (> 23 µm)
cloud drops (and drizzle drops; Hobbs and Rangno, 1998;
Rangno and Hobbs, 2001). These large liquid particles have
an increased likelihood of containing a partially insoluble
nucleus or colliding with one due to aerosol scavenging;
therefore, they may nucleate via the immersion- or contactfreezing modes respectively. Arctic aerosol particles are often well-mixed due to long-range transport (Young et al.,
2016b); therefore, they may provide an efficient platform for
immersion-freezing (Bigg and Leck, 2001; de Boer et al.,
2010). Similarly, mixed particles can promote ice nucleation
through collisions with cloud droplets; however, contactfreezing nuclei are generally thought to be predominantly
insoluble and ice active, with little ability to act as a cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN; Young, 1974).
Investigating the sensitivity of springtime Arctic MPS
to ice crystal number concentrations will help to improve
our understanding of the microphysical limitations of these
clouds. Here, we test whether primary ice formation under water-saturated conditions improves the modelled microphysical structure in comparison to the commonly used
deposition conditions (below water saturation). We do not
specify a nucleation mode: simply, ice formation can only
occur when liquid cloud droplets are present, producing a
number concentration specified by the chosen parameterisation. We hypothesise that ice number concentrations will
be suppressed and liquid fractions will be enhanced under this restriction, thus reducing the influence of the WBF
mechanism and prolonging cloud lifetime. Modelling studies which specifically utilise immersion-freezing have successfully simulated the persistence of Arctic stratocumulus
clouds, producing sustained liquid water in the presence of
ice crystals for up to 12 h (de Boer et al., 2010).
Here, we use in situ cloud observations of Arctic MPS,
from the Aerosol-Cloud Coupling and Climate Interactions
in the Arctic (ACCACIA) campaign of 2013, for guidance to
infer the microphysical sensitivity of modelled clouds to both
ice number and surface conditions. We use the Large Eddy
Model (LEM, UK Met Office, Gray et al., 2001) to simulate cloud microphysics observed over the sea ice, marginal
ice zone (MIZ), and ocean. The UK’s BAe-146-301 Atmospheric Research Aircraft was used during the springtime
(March–April) campaign, collecting high-resolution in situ
observations of the cloud microphysics encountered (Lloyd
et al., 2015; Young et al., 2016a). Several dropsondes were
launched from the aircraft during these cases to provide vertical profiles of the boundary layer (BL) structure. By comwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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bining dropsonde and in situ measurements, the sensitivity
of modelled cloud microphysics to changes in predicted ice
number concentrations is tested to infer the microphysical
limitations of persistent springtime MPS in the European
Arctic.
2
2.1

Methodology
Aircraft instrumentation

Measurements from instruments on board the Facility for
Airborne Atmospheric Measurements’ (FAAM) BAe-146
aircraft during three chosen case studies are presented to
test the ability of the LEM to reproduce the Arctic mixedphase clouds observed. Specifically, data from two wingmounted instruments – the 2-Dimensional Stereo Particle
imaging probe (2DS, Lawson et al., 2006) and Cloud Droplet
Probe (CDP-100 Version 2, Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT), Lance et al., 2010) – are used to investigate the
mixed-phase clouds, as these probes can measure the sizes
and number concentrations of ice crystals (80–1280 µm) and
cloud droplets (3–50 µm) respectively. Details on the functioning of these probes, data analysis, and subsequent particle phase discrimination have been discussed previously by
Crosier et al. (2011, 2014) and Taylor et al. (2016). The use
of these instruments during ACCACIA is discussed by Lloyd
et al. (2015) and Young et al. (2016a).
Data from the Passive-Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe
(PCASP 100-X, Droplet Measurement Technologies, Rosenberg et al., 2012) are used to size and count aerosol particles
from sizes 0.1 to 3 µm. Aerosol particle data are used for the
evaluation of the DeMott et al. (2010) ice nucleation parameterisation. Additionally, dropsondes released during each
case are used to provide representative vertical profiles of
potential temperature, water vapour mixing ratio, and wind
fields to initialise the model.
2.2

Large Eddy Model (LEM)

The LEM allows cloud microphysics to be studied in isolation from large-scale meteorological features. Cloud microphysical interactions, wind velocities, and turbulent motions
within the boundary layer are simulated to allow a detailed
investigation of cloud formation and evolution over a 3-D
domain (Boucher et al., 2013). Here, we consider three case
studies of observations over the sea ice, marginal ice zone
(MIZ), and ocean: cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
A 16 km × 16 km domain was used, centred on the respective dropsonde release points in each case, with a spatial
resolution of 120 m and a model height of 3 km applied. A
vertical resolution of 20 m was imposed from the surface to
above the altitude of the boundary layer temperature inversion (1500 m), above which it was reduced to 50 m. The LEM
was run for 24 h to simulate the respective observations. The
first 3 h of each simulation were not considered due to model
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/

Figure 1. Evaluation of the five parameterisations used (C86, D10,
ACC, D10 × 0.1, and D10 × 10) in the three cases considered with
respect to temperature. The C86 parameterisation and ACC are
valid for all cases, whereas the different aerosol particle loadings,
and thus, variability, are accounted for with the D10 parameterisation.

spin-up. For all cases, cyclic lateral boundary conditions
were imposed. A sponge layer was applied to the top 500 m
of the domain, allowing the fields to revert back to their initial conditions in this region. Long- and shortwave radiation
were modelled using the Edwards and Slingo (1996) scheme
and called every 150 s within the model. Dropsonde profiles
of potential temperature, wind speed, and water vapour mixing ratio were used for initialisation. An adiabatic liquid water profile was assumed up to the first temperature inversion
(approximately 600, 350, and 1150 m for cases 1, 2, and 3
respectively).
Over the MIZ and ocean (cases 2 and 3), surface
fluxes were calculated by the model, which assumes a
water-saturated ocean surface. Small sensible heat fluxes
(1 W m−2 ) were imposed to simulate the sea ice surface (case
1), as studies have measured such values adjacent to the ice
pack (e.g. Sotiropoulou et al., 2014). These surface conditions were kept constant throughout each simulation. A variable time step was imposed to satisfy Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy (CFL) criteria (Courant et al., 1967), and dt was approximately 0.3, 0.4, and 0.2 s for cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Sub-Arctic McClattchey profiles of tropospheric temperature, pressure, water vapour, and ozone – based on historic measurements of stratospheric transmittance – were imposed in all simulations to ensure the initialised vertical profiles were representative of the environment modelled.
No large-scale subsidence was imposed in these simulations to allow the microphysical effect of ice number and
surface fluxes to be studied in isolation. Imposed subsidence
would affect the microphysical structure of the modelled
clouds, and the effect of including large-scale subsidence is
discussed in Sect. 5.3.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Table 1. Predicted number concentrations of ice crystals, Nice [L−1 ], using each parameterisation considered in this study at the observed
cloud-top temperatures in each case.
Case
number

Temperaturea
[K (◦ C)]

D10b × 10

C86

D10b

ACC

D10b × 0.1

1
2
3

253.4 (−19.8)
260.5 (−12.7)
252.8 (−20.4)

13.1
3.37
20.7

2.03
0.23
2.43

1.31
0.34
2.07

0.51
0.17
0.54

0.13
0.03
0.21

a Cloud-top temperature (CTT). b N
−1
INP [L ].

Figure 2. Flight track of (a) B762 and (b) B764, with section 1 (black) and section 2 (red) indicated. Dropsondes were released during
section 1, whilst in situ observations were made during section 2. Dropsonde release locations are marked (orange triangles). (a) Case 1 (sea
ice, north) and case 3 (ocean, south) are from flight B762, (b) case 2 (MIZ) is from B764. Sea ice fraction is shown in shading.

2.2.1

Primary ice nucleation

The Morrison et al. (2005) microphysics scheme is used
within the LEM to test the sensitivity of the simulated
mixed-phase Arctic clouds to ice number concentration. This
scheme represents single-moment liquid, with a prescribed
droplet number, and double-moment ice, snow, graupel, and
rain. Quoted Nisg in this article represents the summed contributions of the ice crystal, snow, and graupel number concentrations simulated. 2DS measurements are not segregated into such categories; therefore, bulk, “total ice” number concentrations are compared. A prescribed droplet number of 100 cm−3 , approximated from the measured values of
110 ± 36, 141 ± 66, and 63 ± 30 cm−3 (Young et al., 2016a)
for cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively, is applied in all simulations. The sensitivity of the ice phase to this number is not
considered here.
Three distinct ice nucleation parameterisations were imposed in this study (Fig. 1). Firstly, the deposition–
condensation ice nucleation parameterisation proposed by
Cooper (1986) (hereafter, C86) was tested against the ACCACIA observations. This relationship is commonly used
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

within the Morrison microphysics scheme in the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, amongst others. In
Eq. (1), Nice represents the primary ice number concentration, and T0 − TK defines the subzero temperature. This parameterisation is used to simulate ice number concentrations
below 265 K only.



Nice (TK )[m−3 ] = 5 · exp 0.304 T0 − TK

(1)

Secondly, an approximation of the DeMott et al. (2010)
(hereafter, D10) parameterisation was applied (Eq. 2). This
study derived a detailed relationship between INP number,
temperature, and aerosol number concentration based on an
amalgamation of different INP field data. D10 was imposed
at temperatures below 264 K and at water saturation (in accordance with DeMott et al., 2010). Equation (2) predicts the
number concentration of INPs active at the given temperature (in Kelvin), TK . As input, it requires naer,0.5 : the number
concentration of aerosol particles with diameter, DP , greater
than 0.5 µm. These aerosol data were averaged using PCASP
measurements in the close vicinity to the observed cloud,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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producing input concentrations of 1.13, 1.77, and 2.20 cm−3
over the sea ice, MIZ, and ocean respectively. Below-cloud
data were solely used over the ocean, whereas above-cloud
measurements were included in the sea ice and MIZ calculations as the observed clouds had sub-adiabatic liquid water
profiles, making entrainment processes from the lateral or top
boundaries of the clouds likely.

NINP (TK )[m

−3


3.33
] = 0.0594 273.16 − TK
0.0264(273.16−TK )+0.0033



(2)

naer,0.5

Additionally, a curve was fitted to the observed ice crystal
number concentrations during the ACCACIA campaign and
used within the model (Eq. 3). Data from ACCACIA flights
B761, B762, B764, B765, and B768 were included in the
derivation of this curve. Microphysical data from B762, and
B761/B768, have been previously detailed by Young et al.
(2016a) and Lloyd et al. (2015) respectively. Young et al.
(2016b) illustrate the corresponding flight tracks of each of
these cases. Bulk number concentrations from these flights
were plotted against temperature and the following relationship was derived from these data:

Nice (TK )[m−3 ] =

3.3

0.068 273.5 − TK



exp 0.05 273.16 − TK

(3)

This curve is valid below 265 K. Temperatures greater than
this were subject to minor secondary ice production; therefore, the primary ice component could not be cleanly extracted from those data. These observed ice data spanned
252 to 265 K. In this article, this curve will be abbreviated
to ACC. We expect this empirically derived relationship to
perform well in comparison to the observations; therefore,
ACC is used to assess how well the two established parameterisations, C86 and D10, reproduce the cloud microphysics
observed.
INPs are not depleted in this study; however, ice crystal
number concentrations are prognostic within the Morrison
et al. (2005) microphysics scheme. Aerosol particles are not
strictly represented in the LEM and the microphysical representation is bulk, not binned. These simulations are only representative of a system with a replenishing source of INPs,
and are therefore idealistic representations of the modelled
clouds. However, this set-up can give an approximation of
the cloud microphysics that may form in the vicinity of an
INP source; for example, a local source at the surface or a
long-range transported INP population aloft.
The primary objective of this study is to identify the sensitivity of cloud stability to ice crystal number concentration.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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DeMott et al. (2010) suggest that INP number concentrations
need to be predicted to within a factor of 10 to avoid an unrealistic treatment of mixed-phase cloud microphysics. Therefore, D10 × 10 and D10 × 0.1 were considered, in addition to
C86, D10, and ACC, to additionally test sensitivity of simulated mixed-phase cloud microphysics to large changes in ice
crystal number concentration. We chose D10 for this sensitivity study as this is the more up-to-date of the two established parameterisations considered. Figure 1 illustrates the
performance of each parameterisation considered: the C86
and ACC cases, dependent only on temperature, are valid
across the three observational studies chosen, whilst the D10
parameterisation – and variations thereof – is variable between cases given its dependence on observed aerosol particle number concentrations.

3

Aircraft observations

In situ observations of cloud microphysics over the sea ice
and ocean during ACCACIA flight B762 (23 March 2013),
and over the MIZ during flight B764 (29 March 2013), are
considered for model comparison. Microphysical observations from flight B762 have been detailed previously by
Young et al. (2016a). The corresponding flight tracks are illustrated in Fig. 2. The case studies were chosen due to the
availability of dropsondes for model initialisation and temporally close in situ aircraft observations. These aircraft observations sampled the same geographical location approximately 3–5 h after the dropsonde measurements; therefore,
some evolution in cloud properties between the two data is
expected. These dropsonde data were affected by a potential dry bias, as discussed by Young et al. (2016a): corrections were applied after this study was completed, and the
revised profiles are shown in Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplement. Whilst the general properties of the modelled clouds
are mostly unchanged with these corrections imposed, the
development of precipitation is affected (examples shown in
Figs. S4, S5). Our conclusions are unaffected by this bias;
however, these revised profiles highlight an additional sensitivity to humidity in the three cases considered here (see the
Supplement for further details).
Dropsondes from B762 distinctly sampled either the sea
ice or ocean (as shown in Fig. 2a). The ocean dropsonde
was far from the sea ice edge (∼ 140 km). The B764 dropsonde (Fig. 2b) was dropped over the MIZ. As in Young et al.
(2016a), the MIZ is defined as sea ice fractions > 10 and
< 90 % based on NSIDC data (National Snow and Ice Data
Centre, Fig. 2). These three cases were conducted over similar longitudes (∼ 27◦ E) and approximately the same latitude
range (∼ 75–77◦ N).
Figure 3 shows the potential temperature, vapour, and
wind speed profiles measured by each dropsonde used to
initialise the LEM. In all cases, the net wind direction was
north-north-easterly, bringing cold air from over the sea ice
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Figure 3. Potential temperature, vapour mixing ratio, and wind speed profiles measured by the three dropsondes used to initialise the LEM
in this study. (a–b) Dropsonde 1 released over the sea ice during flight B762. (c–d) Dropsonde 2 released over the MIZ during flight B764.
(e–f) Dropsonde 3 released over the ocean during flight B762.
Table 2. Summary of cloud observations for each of the three cases considered. Values quoted are averaged quantities, with 1σ in brackets.
Case
number

Flight

Date
[2013]

Surface
conditions

Cloud
extent [m]

LWMRa
[g kg−1 ]

b
Nice
−1
[L ]

1
2
3

B762
B764
B762

23 March
29 March
23 March

Sea ice
MIZ/Ocean
Ocean

300–700
200–900
700–1500

0.05 (0.04)
0.09 (0.07)
0.24 (0.13)

0.47 (0.86)
0.35 (0.20)
0.55 (0.95)

a Liquid water mixing ratio. b Ice crystal number concentration.

Figure 4. Observations of 2DS ice number concentration (red) and
CDP liquid water mixing ratio (LWMR, black). (a) Sea ice, case 1.
(b) MIZ, case 2. (c) Ocean, case 3. Only observations from mixedphase clouds are included, with a derived CDP liquid water content
threshold of ≥ 0.01 g m−3 distinguishing in-cloud measurements.
Box edges: 25th and 75th percentiles, Median is |, and mean is +.
Altitudes not sampled by the aircraft are indicated with grey boxes.

shows a subtle inversion at approximately 350 m; however, it
is not as prominent as the other two cases.
In situ measurements for all cases show a distinct, mixedphase cloud from approximately 300 to 700 m (case 1), 200
to 900 m (case 2), and 700 to 1500 m (case 3, Fig. 4). These
measurements are summarised in Table 2. Liquid water
mass mixing ratios (LWMRs), derived from CDP measurements, provide a direct comparison with the LEM: the liquid measurements in the sea ice case are low, of the order of
∼ 0.05 g kg−1 , whereas the MIZ and ocean cases have larger
mixing ratios (∼ 0.1–0.2 g kg−1 ). 2DS ice number concentrations are consistently low within the cloud layer in all cases,
of the order of approximately 0.2–1.5 L−1 . High ice number concentrations at cloud base in case 3 are thought to be
minor contributions of secondary ice due to crystal fragmentation (Young et al., 2016a). Cloud-top temperatures (CTTs)
were approximately −20, −13, and -20◦ C respectively (Table 1). Such temperatures are too cold for efficient secondary
ice production and too warm for homogeneous ice nucleation
(Hallett and Mossop, 1974; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). For
this study, modelled microphysics below 1500 m is focused
upon as this is directly comparable with these aircraft observations.

pack to the comparatively warm ocean. The potential temperature profile for the sea ice case (case 1) displays a double inversion; the first at ∼ 500 m and the second at ∼ 1200 m. The
latter inversion is at approximately the same altitude as that
measured downstream over the ocean (case 3). The MIZ case
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Figure 5. Simulated ice number concentrations (Nisg , a1–c1) and
liquid water mixing ratios (Qliq , a2–c2) using the C86 parameterisation under default WRF conditions (T < −8◦ C, Sw > 0.999, or
Si > 1.08). (a) Sea ice (case 1), (b) MIZ (case 2), (c) Ocean (case 3).
Run length 24 h. Temperature (◦ C) contours are overlaid in white.
Note changing colour bar for each subfigure.

4
4.1

Results
Control simulations

Within the Morrison et al. (2005) bulk microphysics scheme,
primary ice nucleation is represented by three separate parameterisations: one each for deposition–condensation, immersion (Bigg, 1953), and contact (Meyers et al., 1992) nucleation. By default, the C86 ice nucleation parameterisation
is used to represent the deposition–condensation nucleation
of ice. When used together, these three modes of ice formation in their represented forms overpredict ice number concentrations over all surfaces, producing unrepresentative microphysics (not shown, Fig. S7). High ice number concentrations glaciate case 3 and completely suppress the liquid phase
in case 1. The influence of each of these modes of nucleation
is discussed further in the Supplement.
To investigate the sensitivity of the modelled microphysics
to predictable primary ice number concentrations, the Bigg
(1953) immersion-freezing and Meyers et al. (1992) contactfreezing parameterisations were switched off within the microphysics scheme, and the sole contribution to Nisg from
one implemented parameterisation was considered. This relationship was varied in this study to test the cloud microphysical response. Deposition–condensation onset conditions commonly used in the WRF model (T < −8 and
Sw > 0.999, or Si > 1.08) were applied as a control simulawww.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/

Figure 6. Simulated total ice number concentrations (Nisg , a1–e1)
and liquid water mixing ratios (Qliq , a2–e2) using the (a) D10 × 10,
(b) C86, (c) D10, (d) ACC, and (e) D10 × 0.1 parameterisations for
case 1 (sea ice). All are restricted to water saturation. Run length
24 h. Temperature (◦ C) contours are overlaid in white. Runs are
arranged such that the simulation which produced the most ice
(D10 × 10, a) is on the top row, and that which produced the least
ice (D10 × 0.1, e) is on the bottom row. Note the changing colour
bar at the top of each column, which corresponds to data in that
column only.

tion for each case. Figure 5 shows the total ice number concentrations, Nisg , and liquid water mixing ratios, Qliq , modelled over the sea ice (case 1), MIZ (case 2), and ocean (case
3).
Using C86 to represent deposition–condensation nucleation as a control for each case, the mixed-phase conditions
observed over the MIZ (case 2) and the ocean (case 3) are
captured by the model; however, no liquid is modelled over
the sea ice (case 1, Fig. 5). Ice number concentrations of
∼ 3 L−1 are simulated at an altitude of approximately 1000 m
for the first 10 h of the run, peaking at 3.4 L−1 . This ice
then dissipates, after which Nisg ∼ 1 L−1 is maintained beAtmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Table 3. Maximum modelled values during each case for each parameterisation implemented at water saturation.
Case
Sea ice (case 1)
MIZ (case 2)
Ocean (case 3)

Parameter
Nisg
Qliq
Nisg
Qliq
Nisg
Qliq

D10 × 10

C86

D10

ACC

D10 × 0.1

2.89
0
6.57
0.12
15.5
0.10

2.32
0.09
1.09
0.29
3.83
0.32

1.29
0.10
1.03
0.28
3.01
0.32

0.47
0.14
0.36
0.34
0.71
0.36

0.13
0.16
0.11
0.39
0.37
0.38

[L−1 ]
[g kg−1 ]
[L−1 ]
[g kg−1 ]
[L−1 ]
[g kg−1 ]

low 500 m for the remainder of the simulation. This sustained
number concentration is of the same order of magnitude as
the observations (0.47 ± 0.86 L−1 , Table 2); however, mixedphase conditions are not modelled.
In contrast, co-existing regions of liquid and ice are
simulated in cases 2 and 3. Modelled Nisg over the MIZ
(∼ 1.0 L−1 at 1000 m, Fig. 5b) is in reasonable agreement
with the observed mean (0.35 ± 0.20 L−1 , Table 2). Persistent mixed-phase conditions are simulated in case 2 for approximately 16 h. Such conditions are also attained in case
3 (Fig. 5c); however, modelled Nisg peaks at 3.7 L−1 at
∼ 1450 m, whereas only 0.55 ± 0.95 L−1 was observed. This
case glaciates after approximately 15 h.
Cases 2 and 3 impose surface fluxes from the simulated
ocean surface below; fluxes which induce turbulence in the
modelled clouds. The lack of strong surface sensible and latent heat fluxes in case 1 restricts the formation of liquid water in the model as the second imposed criterion of ice supersaturation (Si > 1.08) is attained first. This modelled microphysics is unrepresentative of the observations during case
1. It is unlikely that the nucleation mechanisms involved in
these clouds would differ substantially between the sea ice,
MIZ, and ocean. Therefore, under the conditions commonly
used in the WRF model, C86 overpredicts Nisg and unsuccessfully reproduces the observed mixed-phase conditions
over all three surfaces considered. To force the formation
of persistent liquid in all cases, we restrict the formation of
primary ice to water-saturated conditions in our subsequent
simulations.
4.2
4.2.1

Ice nucleation at water saturation
Case 1: Sea ice

Figure 6 shows modelled Nisg and liquid water mixing ratio,
Qliq , using the five parameterisations – D10 × 10, C86, D10,
ACC, and D10 × 0.1 – over the sea ice. Vertical (Z−Y ) slices
of Nisg , Qliq , and W at 21 h are included in the Supplement
(Fig. S8).
No liquid water is simulated when using D10 × 10. A
mixed-phase cloud is simulated below 600 m after 17 h in
the remaining four simulations, with a liquid layer at cloud
top with ice formation and precipitation below. Peak Qliq
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

varies from C86 at the smallest (0.09 g kg−1 ), through D10
(0.1 g kg−1 ) and ACC (0.14 g kg−1 ), to D10 × 0.1 at the
largest (0.16 g kg−1 , Table 3). Nisg and Qliq , with the exception of D10 × 10, both increase with time as each cloud
evolves. Modelled Nisg varies through an order of magnitude, with maximum values of 2.89 L, 2.32, 1.29, 0.47,
and 0.13 L−1 attained by D10 × 10, C86, D10, ACC, and
D10 × 0.1 respectively.
Figure 7 shows a comparison between measured and modelled Nice > 100µm and Qliq for each case when using C86,
D10, and ACC. 2DS data have poor resolution at small sizes
(< 80 µm), preventing the particle shape factor from being
accurately determined at these sizes (Crosier et al., 2011;
Taylor et al., 2016; Young et al., 2016a); therefore, the number concentration of small ice crystals is not a reliable measure with this instrument. For this reason, the observed number concentration of ice crystals greater than 100 µm are directly compared with modelled ice and snow particles in
this size range. Figure 7a shows this comparison using the
C86, D10, and ACC parameterisations for case 1. Mean
parameters modelled at 21 h during case 1 are shown in
Fig. 7a, d. The empirically derived ACC relationship produces Nice > 100µm and Qliq profiles comparable to the observed mean as expected (Fig. 7a, d), suggesting that ice
particle growth rates are adequately represented, whilst D10
and C86 overpredict Nice > 100µm and marginally underpredict Qliq . Comparisons including D10 × 10 and D10 × 0.1
and the method for choosing these time steps are detailed in
the Supplement (Figs. S11, S12).
Liquid and ice water paths (LWP and IWP, respectively)
using each parameterisation are shown in Fig. 8a, d. Both
increase with model time when using each of the parameterisations. D10 × 0.1 produces the highest LWP and lowest
IWP. D10 × 10 produces no liquid – giving a LWP of zero –
and the simulated IWP increases initially (between approximately 17 and 20 h), but subsequently decreases as the Nisg
falls out from the cloud layer. The D10 and C86 parameterisations produce similar trends in the LWP and IWP traces,
resulting in approximately 15–20 and 2–3 g m−2 respectively
by 24 h.
Negligible surface fluxes were applied in this case; therefore, cloud dynamics was driven primarily by longwave radiative cooling (similar to Ovchinnikov et al., 2011). In the
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Figure 7. Observed Nice > 100µm and Qliq for the sea ice (column 1), MIZ (column 2), and ocean (column 3) cases. Observations are shown
as black boxes, similar to Fig. 4. Mean modelled concentrations of ice and snow particles greater than 100 µm, using the C86 (magenta),
D10 (green), and ACC (blue) parameterisations, are overlaid. Model time steps of 21, 17, and 7 h are used for the sea ice, MIZ, and ocean
cases respectively, as these time steps offer the best comparison with the observations. Shading (in pink, green, or blue for C86, D10, and
ACC respectively) indicates variability in the model parameters from ±3 h in cases 1 and 2, and ±4 h in case 3, where a larger interval
is implemented in the latter case as the chosen parameters showed little variability over the shorter time step. In panel (f), the variability
illustrated is always less than the mean modelled profile shown using each parameterisation as the Qliq is at its greatest at the chosen time
step. Observed Nice > 100µm data from noted shattering event (Young et al., 2016a) are excluded in panel c, so that only primary contributions
of ice are considered.

observations, a lack of strong turbulent motions within this
mixed-phase cloud layer caused a suppressed LWMR in the
vicinity of moderate ice number concentrations (Young et al.,
2016a). The LEM reproduces these conditions well in the
absence of strong surface fluxes, as a small Qliq and a reasonable Nisg are modelled under the restriction of watersaturated ice nucleation.
4.2.2

Case 2: Marginal ice zone

All parameterisations produce a mixed-phase, sustained
cloud layer over the MIZ (case 2, Fig. 9). Modelled LWPs
and IWPs are larger in case 2 than in case 1. Strong surface
fluxes are implemented in case 2 to represent a comparatively
warm ocean at the surface, allowing turbulent motions to sustain a greater Qliq within the mixed-phase cloud layer (Morrison et al., 2008).
Figure 9 shows that there is little variation between the
simulations, except when implementing D10 × 10. Nisg of up
to 6.6 L−1 are simulated using D10 × 10, with a suppressed
Qliq (Fig. 9a). C86 and D10 perform similarly, predicting
a Nice of 0.23 L−1 / 0.34 L−1 respectively at the CTT (Table 1), and producing comparable peak Nisg and Qliq values (Table 3) when implemented in the model. Similar liquid
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/

(∼ 100 g m−2 ) and ice water paths (∼ 7 g m−2 ) are also modelled by the end of each simulation (Fig. 8b, e). Qliq agrees
reasonably well with observations when implementing C86
and D10 (Fig. 7e); however, both overpredict Nice>100µm ,
suggesting that the modelled ice is growing too efficiently.
This overprediction of Nice > 100µm may be due to the modelled temperature being lower than was observed (see Table 1
and Fig. 9).
ACC also produces a sustained, mixed-phase cloud layer
in case 2; however, a significantly greater Qliq is modelled
than is observed (0.22 g kg−1 , compared with 0.07 g kg−1 , at
700 m in Fig. 7e). This suggests that the simulated ice number concentration is not sufficient enough to suppress the
formation of liquid with this relationship. ACC marginally
overpredicts Nice > 100µm compared to observations (0.13 L−1
versus 0.03 L−1 , Fig. 7b), whereas the greater Nice > 100µm
concentrations modelled by C86 and D10 suppress the Qliq
more effectively, improving agreement with the observations. D10 × 0.1 produces the lowest Nisg overall (0.11 L−1 ,
Fig. 9e), producing the greatest Qliq out of all of the simulations (0.39 g kg−1 , Table 3).
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Figure 8. Vertically integrated liquid (a–c) and ice water paths (d–f) for the sea ice, MIZ, and ocean cases when implementing each of the
C86, ACC, D10, D10 × 10, and D10 × 0.1 parameterisations under water-saturated conditions.

4.2.3

Case 3: Ocean

Over the ocean (case 3), strong sensitivities to Nisg emerge
(Fig. 10). D10 × 10 simulates a high Nisg , producing repetitive glaciating events. Little liquid water is produced
throughout (∼ 0.1 g kg−1 ); however, small increases are
modelled alongside the glaciating bursts. C86 allows a
mixed-phase cloud layer to form for some time, approximately 17 h, after which it glaciates due to accumulated Nisg .
Liquid water is only simulated at cloud top until this point.
Glaciation does not occur with D10, despite predicting only
∼ 0.4 L−1 less Nice at the CTT than C86 (Table 1). D10 allows for mixed-phase conditions to be maintained for the
full 24 h duration of the run; however, Qliq is underestimated
(Fig. 7f). As with cases 1 and 2, both C86 and D10 overpredict Nice > 100µm at the chosen time step (Fig. 7c).
ACC and D10 × 0.1 also produce a mixed-phase cloud
layer; however, more liquid and less ice is modelled in these
simulations. ACC produces comparable Nice > 100µm and Qliq
to observations as expected when not considering the shattering event at cloud base (Fig. 4c) and predicts 0.54 L−1 at the
case 3 CTT. D10 × 0.1 produces reasonable agreement with
the Qliq observations at 7 h (Fig. S11); however, the rapidly
increasing cloud-top height and Qliq with time are not representative of the observations. D10 × 0.1 produces peak Nisg
values that are almost a factor of 2 lower than observed for
case 3 (0.37 L−1 ), allowing the greatest peak Qliq to form
out of the five parameterisations considered (0.38 g kg−1 ,
Fig. 10e, Table 3). This Qliq is high in comparison to the
ACCACIA observations (Table 2); however, Nisg is in better
agreement than the D10 simulations in this case.
Cloud forms and begins to decay immediately in case 3, as
shown by the decreasing LWPs modelled (Fig. 8c), caused
by the moist BL and a high Nisg which acts as an effiAtmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

cient sink for liquid by the WBF mechanism. Most of the
simulations also produce a decreasing IWP (Fig. 8f); however, a consistent IWP is modelled with ACC and D10 × 0.1.
The rapid glaciating events modelled with D10 × 10 (shown
in Fig. 10a) can again be seen in the IWP, with a maximum value of nearly 25 g m−2 attained at approximately 14 h
(Fig. 8f). Due to the strong dependence of Nice on temperature, high Nisg are created which readily undergo depositional growth, deplete the vapour field, and fall from the
cloud once the particles transition to the snow category. The
vapour field recovers due to the moisture fluxes from the surface, and the process repeats once water and ice supersaturation are attained. The LWP is zero for the majority of this
simulation; however, a small amount of liquid also forms at
14 h. As with case 2, D10 and C86 produce similar IWP and
LWPs in case 3; however, these diverge at approximately 17 h
when the C86 case glaciates (Fig. 8c, f).

5
5.1

Discussion
Cloud glaciation

Over the ocean (case 3), C86 leads to cloud glaciation when
freezing is implemented under both deposition–condensation
(Fig. 5c) and water-saturated (Fig. 10b) conditions. This
cloud glaciation is tied to the number of ice crystals produced: over the temperature range shown in Fig. 1, D10 × 10
and C86 typically produce the most ice; therefore rapid ice
formation is simulated once the onset thresholds are reached.
The high Nisg suppresses the liquid phase within the cloud
layers, either immediately (D10 × 10) or after an accumulation period (C86). However, D10 produces a similar Nice
(2.07 L−1 ) to C86 (2.42 L−1 , Table 1) at the CTTs considwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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Figure 9. MIZ (case 2) simulations, presented similarly to Fig. 6.

ered. This subtle difference in predicted ice number allows
the D10 cloud to persist, whilst the C86 cloud glaciates. Similarly, D10 × 10 does not allow liquid water to ever form in
case 1, but allows for mixed-phase conditions, albeit with a
highly suppressed Qliq , to be modelled in case 2.
5.2

Cloud break-up

Whilst D10 produces a persistent mixed-phase cloud for the
full duration, peculiar trends appear at times > 20 h. Figure 8 shows the development of peaks and troughs in the
IWP, with corresponding peaks in the LWP, after this time.
To investigate these LWP and IWP trends further, Fig. 11
shows X − Y planar views of each simulated parameterisation at 21 h: LWP and IWP are total integrated values over
the full height of the domain, and the vertical velocity, W , is
chosen at approximately cloud top (1500 m). Little variation
can be seen in D10 × 10 (Fig. 11a) and C86 (Fig. 11b) at this
time as Nisg and Qliq have dissipated and not yet reformed.
Co-located hotspots of IWP, LWP, and W can be seen in
the D10 simulation (Fig. 11c). These localised regions of
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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Figure 10. Ocean (case 3) simulations, presented similarly to
Figs. 6 and 9.

increased ice and/or liquid result from isolated convective
cells within the cloud. The formation of these cells forces
the cloud top higher (Fig. 10c), with renewed liquid and ice
formation. Strong updraughts are modelled in close vicinity
to enhanced downdraughts. Similar defined structures can be
seen in D10 × 0.1 (Fig. 11e); however, these appear mostly
in the LWP field and have an elongated, banded shape in
comparison to the compact, almost circular, structures which
evolve in D10. This elongated band of increased LWP in
D10 × 0.1 mirrors a region of isolated downdraughts. In contrast, regions of high LWP or IWP are not seen in the ACC
case (Fig. 11d)
The simulations presented in Fig. 11c, d, e were considered further. The D10 case produces the most ice and
least liquid of the three, with D10 × 0.1 vice versa. The
convective regions of D10 and D10 × 0.1 can be linked
to an increased number concentration of large precipitable
particles (Fig. 12). Specifically, greater number concentrations of large solid (snow + graupel) hydrometeors are modelled using D10, whilst more large liquid (rain) hydrometeAtmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Figure 11. LWP (a1–e1), IWP (a2–e2), and vertical velocity (W,
a3–e3) at approximately 1500 m for each simulation in the ocean
case. Planar X − Y slices are shown at 21 h. Note changing colour
bar at the top of each column, which corresponds to data in that
column only.

ors are modelled in D10 × 0.1. Rain particles evaporate below cloud in all simulations and do not reach the surface.
With D10, a greater number concentration of solid precipitating particles (up to 1 L−1 ) is modelled than in the ACC
(0.29 L−1 ) or D10 × 0.1 (0.17 L−1 ) simulations. Similarly,
significantly larger concentrations of rain particles are modelled (up to 27 L−1 ) in the D10 × 0.1 simulation in comparison to ACC (17 L−1 ) or D10 (12 L−1 ). In comparison to D10
and D10 × 0.1, ACC produces fewer solid and liquid precipitating particles respectively. Number concentrations of
large precipitable particles modelled during cases 1 and 2 are
shown in the Supplement (Fig. S15).
The formation of convective cells in the ocean case mirrors cold air outbreak observations: as cold air moves from
over the sea ice to the ocean, the boundary layer becomes
thermodynamically unstable, allowing temperature perturbations to cause strong positive feedbacks on the cloud structure. Mixed-phase clouds are sustained by moderate vertical
motions (e.g. Shupe et al., 2008a, b), driven by latent heating from hydrometeor growth within the cloud and radiative cooling at cloud top (Pinto, 1998; Harrington and Olsson, 2001). At the cold temperatures considered (approxiAtmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

Figure 12. Summed snow and graupel number concentrations
(Ns+g , a1–c1) and rain number concentration (Nrain , a2–c2) using (a) D10 , (b) ACC, and (c) D10 × 0.1 during case 3. Run length
24 h. Temperature (◦ C) contours are overlaid in white. Note changing colour bar at the top of each column, which corresponds to data
in that column only.

mately −20 ◦ C), ice grows favourably by vapour growth in
the vicinity of liquid droplets and, given a high enough Nisg ,
updraughts are enhanced through latent heat release. With
enforced updraughts, water supersaturations are sustained,
more cloud droplets form, and cloud top is forced to higher
altitudes. With more liquid and a higher cloud top, enhanced
radiative cooling strengthens downdraughts adjacent to the
updraught columns. With a deeper cloud layer, precipitation
can form by an increased likelihood of collision-coalescence
of droplets (or ice crystal growth and aggregation), within
the downdraughts. The formation of precipitation warms and
dries the cloud, reinforcing the updraughts and recycling the
process. In the D10 ocean case – with high ice number concentrations, but not high enough for glaciation – the accumulation of Nisg promotes this pathway, with the development
of precipitation being the key factor in the localised, runaway
convection that occurs.
With the development of precipitable particles as snow
and graupel or rain, Qliq is depleted from the cloud layer.
The D10 case produces high number concentrations of snow,
which depletes Qliq efficiently. Once the convective activity
starts in this case, the cloud liquid is depleted; however, it
is also partially restored through sustained supersaturations
in the strong updraughts. In the D10 × 0.1 case, the Qliq depletion is slower as rain is less efficient at removing droplets
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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Figure 13. Nisg (a1–c1), Qliq (a2–c2), LWP (a3–c3), and IWP (a4–c4) modelled in the (a) D10, (b) D10 × 0.5, and (c) D10 × 0.1 simulations
over the ocean (case 3). Data are presented similarly to Figs. 10 and 11. Temperature (◦ C) contours overlaid in white in panels 1 and 2. Note
changing colour bar at the top of each column, which corresponds to data in that column only.

than snow. Both of these precipitation pathways would therefore likely lead to cloud break-up if the simulation time was
extended further.
Given the two pathways of precipitation identified by
Fig. 12, a question arose: do these structures form as a result of the functional form of D10, or are they related simply to ice number? ACC produced an Nisg between D10 and
D10 × 0.1, and no heterogeneous structures were modelled.
Therefore, to address this question, D10 × 0.5 was imposed
in the LEM. For comparison with Table 1, D10 × 0.5 predicts 1.04 L−1 at the CTT. Figure 13 illustrates modelled
Nisg and Qliq for the D10, D10 × 0.5, and D10 × 0.1 simulations over the ocean. LWP and IWP modelled at 21 h are also
shown. D10 × 0.5 produces less ice than D10 and less liquid
than D10 × 0.1: this simulation behaves as expected to give
the microphysical midpoint between these scenarios. Therefore, the modelled cloud persistence and stability is not just
a feature of ACC. A homogeneous cloud structure is modelled with D10 × 0.5 and the localised hotspots of the D10
and D10 × 0.1 cases are not present. Such hotspots do not
form in the D10 × 0.5 simulation. Modelled number concentrations of precipitating particles using this parameterisation
(Fig. S17) are significantly less than D10 (snow + graupel)
and D10 × 0.1 (rain), and the simulated cloud persists for the
full 24 h duration with no break-up.
Additionally, a larger domain size was imposed to test
whether these convective cells were related to the imposed
cyclical boundary conditions: both similar structures and
LWP / IWP trends formed (not shown, Figs. S18, S19), sug-
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gesting these convective cells are not simply a result of the
domain configuration. Within the timescales imposed in this
study (24 h), these cells are only observed over the ocean
(case 3). Given more time (33 h), case 2 also develops convective cells and increased concentrations of large hydrometeors when D10 and D10 × 0.1 are imposed (not shown,
Figs. S20–S23). Therefore, we conclude that – in two of
the ACCACIA cases considered, which occurred on different
days, under different synoptic conditions, with different air
mass histories (Young et al., 2016b) – model simulations using the D10 ice nucleation parameterisation can produce localised cellular structure within the mixed-phase cloud layer,
given enough time to do so.
The development of appreciable precipitation is particularly sensitive to ice number in this study. ACC and
D10 × 0.5 maintain mixed-phase conditions for 24 h over
the ocean, with no cell development and little precipitation
(Fig. 13), suggesting there is an optimal Nisg for cloud persistence in this case. Glaciation occurs with C86, persistence
is achieved with D10 × 0.5 and ACC, and convective cells
form in D10 and D10 × 0.1. It is unclear which representation is correct in this environment, as observations do show
the development of convection in cold air outbreak scenarios
as the cold air masses move over the warm ocean (e.g. Hartmann et al., 1997). Additionally, snow precipitation was observed by Young et al. (2016a) in this case. It cannot be stated
whether the timescales of convection development modelled
here are good representations of this phenomenon.
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Cloud-top height

Cloud-top height clearly increases with model time in cases
1 and 2, and more subtly in case 3. Large-scale subsidence,
which would act to suppress cloud-top ascent, was not imposed in these simulations. This increasing cloud top was
observed by Young et al. (2016a) over the transition from
sea ice to ocean; therefore, the modelled cloud structure is
in reasonable agreement with observations without largescale subsidence imposed. However, the temperatures simulated in case 2 (Fig. 9) are colder than observed (Table 1).
As a result, the Nice > 100µm modelled with the considered
temperature-dependent parameterisations is greater than observed (Fig. 7b). Overall, the Nisg is in reasonable agreement
with the observed Nice (Tables 2, 3), likely due to the low
concentrations of snow and graupel produced at the warm
subzero temperatures considered, and it is probable that this
agreement would improve further if the modelled temperature was accurate. In contrast to cases 1 and 3, the reasonable agreement of Nisg and poorer agreement of Nice > 100µm
suggests that the ice crystal growth rates may be too efficient in case 2. Additionally, case 2 occurred on a different
day to cases 1 and 3; therefore, different synoptic conditions
were influencing the sampled cloud systems. Increasing the
modelled large-scale subsidence acts to increase the modelled temperatures slightly (not shown, Fig. S16); however,
a substantial subsidence would be required to match the observations in this case. Given that imposing large-scale subsidence increases the temperature and suppresses Qliq , without
greatly affecting Nisg , we suggest that a greater imposed subsidence may improve the agreement with the observations in
case 2.
Cloud top reaches higher altitudes in the ACC and
D10 × 0.1 simulations across all surfaces compared to D10,
C86, and D10 × 10, due to a greater liquid water content:
as more liquid forms from the vapour field, more heat
is released, pushing the cloud top higher. These liquiddominated cases are also shown to experience enhanced convection across the full domain in case 3 (Fig. 11). With increased cloud-top height, enhanced radiative and evaporative cooling enforce downdraughts whilst increased latent
heat release from droplet formation and growth strengthens updraughts. In the C86, D10, and D10 × 10 simulations, a greater Nisg suppresses efficient droplet growth, latent heat release, cloud-top ascent, and strong radiative cooling through the WBF mechanism. This finding is in agreement with Harrington and Olsson (2001), who showed that
a high Nisg produces weaker BL convection and a shallower
BL, whilst liquid-dominated mixed-phase clouds promote a
higher cloud top and deeper BL.
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5.4

Relationship with predicted INPs: DeMott et al.
(2010)

Of the two established parameterisations considered
(Cooper, 1986; DeMott et al., 2010), D10 produces better
agreement with the observed ice and liquid in all cases
(Table 3). In particular, it does reasonably well at predicting
the lower ice number concentrations observed during cases
1 and 2.
D10 predicts the number of INPs – not ice crystals – active
at a given temperature, TK . Though reasonable agreement is
found with observations, D10 still produces too much Nisg in
each case (Figs. 6c, 9c, and 10c). D10 predicts approximately
double and quadruple the number of ice crystals observed
at the respective CTTs in cases 1 and 3 (Tables 1 and 2).
Young et al. (2016b) found a large fraction of super-micron
sea salt particles over the sea ice (case 1) and below the MIZ
cloud (case 2). No filter data were available for the ocean case
(case 3); however, it can be assumed that a similar fraction of
these aerosol particles may also be sea salt, given they were
found upstream over the sea ice under the same meteorological conditions (Young et al., 2016a). Given these results, it is
not surprising that D10 overestimates the quantity of supermicron INPs available to nucleate ice in these conditions, as
sea salt is an inefficient INP and constitutes a large fraction
of naer,0.5 .
Additionally, an approximation of D10 was applied. The
average aerosol number concentration (0.5 < DP ≤ 1.6 µm,
DeMott et al., 2010) in each case was used to evaluate Eq. (2)
to give a temperature-dependent function. This idealised scenario would only be representative of a region where the
aerosol particle number concentration was being replenished
and INPs were not depleted. Additionally, a constant input
of aerosol particle number concentration was used in Eq. (2),
irrespective of altitude in the model; therefore, spatial variability of INPs in the boundary layer was not represented.
Particle number concentrations typically decrease with altitude away from local surface sources; therefore, this approximation of vertical homogeneity may also be positively influencing the number concentration of ice crystals predicted by
D10.
5.5

ACCACIA observational fit: ACC

For the three case studies considered, the empirically derived
ACC relationship produces a similar number concentration
of large ice crystals (> 100 µm) as are observed. This suggests that the efficiency of ice growth is actually well represented by the microphysics scheme. As this relationship is
a fit derived from our observations, a good comparison between total ice number concentrations are expected, and the
Nice predicted at the CTT agrees well with the observed mean
(Tables 1, 2). Modelled Nisg allows for stable mixed-phase
conditions to be simulated in each case; however, the liquid
phase of the cloud is overpredicted in comparison to observawww.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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tions in each case (Table 3). This is particularly clear in case 2
(Fig. 7e). Too few ice crystals are modelled to sufficiently deplete the liquid phase via the WBF mechanism. The modelled
ice crystal growth rates – which allow for a good comparison
between modelled and observed large ice number concentrations – do not act to adequately suppress the liquid phase in
this case. Ice crystal habits are not explicitly resolved in the
microphysics scheme, and the resultant variable growth rates
could act to suppress the modelled Qliq . Habits which undergo efficient vapour growth (e.g. stellar dendrites or sector
plates; Mason, 1993) would allow increased ice mass to be
modelled, with a consistent Nisg and a suppressed Qliq .
This relationship was derived using data from five springtime ACCACIA flights; therefore, the small sample size restricted the range over which a relationship could be established. Further observations could allow this relationship to
be validated and potentially extended further; however, based
on these ACCACIA data, this curve is not applicable beyond
252 K < TK < 265 K. Temperatures colder than this limit are
modelled in case 3 due to increasing cloud-top height and
strong radiative cooling; therefore, these results must be interpreted with caution. ACC produces stable mixed-phase
conditions in all cases; however, it could potentially be overpredicting this stability and it may not adequately allow for
cloud break-up downstream. This could have implications for
the radiative budget of the region; therefore, the ability of
ACC to allow for eventual cloud break-up should be tested
in further work.
5.6

Cloud persistence

As shown by previous studies (Harrington and Olsson, 2001;
Morrison et al., 2011; Ovchinnikov et al., 2011, amongst others), the microphysical structure of Arctic MPS is highly sensitive to ice crystal number. Greater ice number concentrations enhance the efficiency of the WBF process – leading to
the depletion of liquid water within the cloud – whilst lower
number concentrations allow liquid droplets to persist under
moderate vertical motions. Mixed-phase conditions are sustained for at least 8 h in all three cases when imposing the
three main ice nucleation parameterisations – ACC, D10, and
C86 – under water-saturated conditions. By additionally considering the sensitivity tests (D10 × 10, and D10 × 0.1), we
can suggest limitations of Nice which maximise cloud persistence in each case, based on the predictions at the cloud-top
temperature (Table 1).
Optimal mixed-phase cloud persistence and comparable microphysics are modelled in case 1 with
0.51 L−1 (ACC) < Nice(CTT) < 1.31 L−1 (D10) over the
sea ice (Fig. 6, 7). With reference to the observed Nice
(0.47 ± 0.86 L−1 , Table 2), the upper limit proposed here
is more than twice the mean value, but is still within 1
standard deviation. In case 2, the low temperatures modelled
affect our recommendation. The best predictions of Nice in
comparison to our observations (0.35 ± 0.20, Table 2) are
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/17/4209/2017/
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obtained with C86 (0.23 L−1 ) and D10 (0.34 L−1 ) when considering the observed CTT. However, the most comparable
microphysical representation (from Fig. 7b, e) is achieved
when using ACC, which predicts an Nice of 0.17 L−1 at
the observed CTT but produces a peak Nisg of 0.36 L−1
at the colder modelled temperatures. We suggest that C86
and/or D10 would perform better than ACC if the modelled
temperature was more comparable with observations in
this case. Finally, steady mixed-phase conditions were only
simulated when implementing ACC or D10 × 0.5 in case
3. Therefore, to simulate a consistent cloud layer over the
ocean in case 3, 0.54 L −1 (ACC) < Nice(CTT) < 1.04 L−1
(D10 × 0.5) is required.
From these three cases, it is clear that small differences
in the predicted Nice can produce significant microphysical impacts on the modelled clouds. The best prediction of
Nice for each case is different. Case 2 requires the least Nice
due to the comparatively warmer CTT (−12.7 ◦ C, Table 1),
whereas cases 1 and 3 – with similar CTTs (approximately
−20 ◦ C) – require Nice over a similar range (approximately
0.5 to 1.3 L−1 ) to produce a sustained, mixed-phase cloud
layer with Nisg and Qliq in approximate agreement with in
situ observations. These limitations are based on the parameterisations chosen in this study (C86, D10, ACC, D10 × 0.1,
and D10 × 10); therefore, further work should be conducted
to test other relationships and constrain the identified limitations in each case. Nevertheless, these concentrations compare well with springtime INP measurements made at the
Alert station (Canadian Arctic, Mason et al., 2016), where
mean INP number concentrations of 0.05, 0.2 and 1 L−1 were
measured at −15, −20, and −25 ◦ C respectively. Additionally, these results are in accordance with Ovchinnikov et al.
(2011), whose modelled springtime Arctic MPS glaciated
when an ice number concentration of 2 L−1 was imposed,
whilst 0.5 L−1 produced mixed-phase conditions with both
consistent LWP and IWPs attained after ∼ 3.5 h. However,
given these are idealised simulations (with constant SW radiation and no INP depletion), the ability of the model to simulate realistic conditions should be inferred with caution. Results from this study can simply conclude that modelled microphysics is sensitive to ice number concentrations, surface
fluxes, and BL humidity (see Supplement), and that small increases in the modelled ice crystal number concentration can
cause persistent mixed-phase clouds to glaciate.

6

Conclusions

In this study, we have used large eddy simulations to investigate the microphysical sensitivity of Arctic mixed-phase
clouds to primary ice number concentrations and surface
conditions. The Large Eddy Model (LEM, UK Met Office,
Gray et al., 2001) was used to simulate cloud structure and
evolution over the sea ice, marginal ice zone (MIZ), and
ocean. Aircraft observations of cloud microphysics from the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017
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Aerosol-Cloud Coupling and Climate Interactions in the Arctic (ACCACIA) campaign were used as a guide to indicate
which simulations gave the most realistic microphysical representation. We used two primary ice nucleation parameterisations (Cooper, 1986; DeMott et al., 2010, abbreviated to
C86 and D10 respectively): one derived from ACCACIA observations (ACC, Eq. 3) and an upper and lower sensitivity
test (D10 × 10 and D10 × 0.1) to produce ice crystal number
concentrations within the modelled clouds.
Three main sensitivities arise from the three considered
cases.
– C86 cannot reproduce the sea ice cloud (case 1) under the conditions commonly used in the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model with the Morrison et al. (2005) microphysics scheme (Fig. 5). However, these criteria do allow for a mixed-phase layer to
form in cases 2 and 3, when the ocean provides strong
sensible heat fluxes to the BL. This result demonstrates
that deposition ice nucleation is not wholly representative of ice nucleation in the Arctic springtime clouds observed during the ACCACIA campaign. Ice nucleation
in water-saturated conditions must be implemented to
create a mixed-phase cloud layer in our three considered cases (Figs. 6, 9, and 10).
– Warm supercooled mixed-phase clouds over the MIZ
(case 2) can be modelled to reasonable accuracy by
using the C86 and D10 parameterisations (Fig. 9b, c).
Temperatures modelled in this case are lower than observed, leading to a much greater peak Nisg when using these parameterisations (1.09 and 1.03 L−1 respectively) than would be expected from their predictions
(0.23 and 0.34 L−1 respectively, Table 1) at the observed
CTT (−12.7 ◦ C, Fig. 1, Table 1). Therefore we suggest
that, if the modelled temperature in case 2 was in better
agreement with our observations, C86 and D10 would
perform the best out of those parameterisations considered. However, both C86 and D10 overpredict the
ice number concentrations at the colder temperatures
modelled in cases 1 and 3 (approximately −20 ◦ C).
ACC is modulated to have a weakened temperaturedependence, and it allows for persistent, mixed-phase
cloud layers to be modelled in all three cases.
– Results shown here illustrate that microphysical structure of MPS is particularly sensitive to the modelled ice
crystal number concentration when simulating clouds
over an ocean surface. With marginally too much ice
(e.g. 2.43 L−1 , C86, Table 1), cloud glaciation occurs. Slightly less ice (2.07 L−1 , D10, Table 1) allows
for persistent mixed-phase conditions for some time
(approximately 24 h); however, convective cells form
with heightened number concentrations of snow particles, which may promote cloud break-up. Conversely,
too much liquid and very few ice crystals (0.21 L−1 ,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 4209–4227, 2017

D10 × 0.1, Table 1) may also promote cloud break-up
via the development of large liquid (rain) particles. Case
3 simulations show that there is a “sweet spot” for simulating ice in ocean-based single-layer Arctic MPS (attained by ACC and D10 × 0.5), where the number concentration of ice is low enough to sustain a reasonable
Qliq through vertical motions and high enough to suppress the liquid phase and restrict efficient collisioncoalescence and rain formation. In this narrow limit, the
influence of the WBF mechanism is depleted. The fact
that this “sweet spot” can be attained by halving the D10
prediction of INP number concentration – yet it is overshot with D10 × 0.1 – illustrates just how sensitive the
cloud structure is to the ice phase. Therefore, we suggest that the method of parameterising the primary ice
number concentration in bulk microphysical models is
very important, as small differences in the predicted ice
concentration can have substantial effects on the microphysical structure and lifetime of Arctic MPS.

These idealised simulations assume an infinite source of
INPs to the modelled clouds; INPs are not depleted by activation or precipitation. An infinite source of INPs is likely
unrepresentative of the Arctic environment (Pinto, 1998), as
there are few in situ sources of INPs (e.g. mineral dusts, Murray et al., 2012). Although Young et al. (2016b) identified
mineral dusts during all flights of the ACCACIA campaign,
further work should include prognosing INPs in such simulations to investigate how their depletion could affect the
microphysical structure of these clouds. Several studies have
previously identified INP depletion as an important process
to represent when modelling Arctic MPS (Harrington et al.,
1999; Harrington and Olsson, 2001, amongst others).
Additionally, the Morrison et al. (2005) microphysics
scheme has been used for its detailed representation of microphysical interactions, such as ice aggregation and growth,
but it can be utilised further to represent aerosol particle
properties. Size distributions can be prescribed; therefore, the
D10 parameterisation could be developed to give a spatially
dependent INP prediction based on aerosol particle observations, likely leading to a more comprehensive treatment of
INP variability throughout the domain.

Data availability. Processed data from the ACCACIA campaign
are archived on the NCAS British Atmospheric Data Centre (http://
catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/88f95b1d52804b27882fbb798b116d3a).
LEM model runs are archived at the University of Manchester and
are available on request.
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